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HOW LINCOLN PUBLIC SCHOOLS IS USING
ASSESSMENT TECHNOLOGY TO EMPOWER ITS PEOPLE

THE CLIENT
Lincoln Public Schools, Nebraska, is a highly diverse K-12 district with 65 schools serving more than 41,000 students. The 
district is heavily invested in providing the highest quality assessments to its students. The assessment team believes that only 
high quality assessments can capture the meaningful data needed to improve instruction and positively impact learning. They 
prefer to write their own items and assessments to measure what the district seeks to understand about student learning and 
academic performance. 

When Synergy Education Platform came to Lincoln – replacing its 30-year-old SIS and extending system capabilities beyond 
traditional SIS functionality – the team liked the technological framework that Synergy Assessment would bring to the district’s 
testing efforts. The module provided the tools they needed to improve assessment quality districtwide.
 
First, the team wanted to bring a standardized testing approach to Lincoln’s district-level assessments to provide a more 
uniform testing experience for students. Standardization would involve the ability to deliver an assessment to a particular 
grade level or course districtwide and have the results viewable by the teacher, by building administration, and by the district 
at multiple levels.

} Second-largest school district in Nebraska
} 41,000 Students total, of which 7,000 receive special education services
} 40 Elementary, 13 Middle, and 9 High Schools/Speciality Programs
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The Impact On Teaching and Learning
In Lincoln Public Schools

The Lincoln assessment team now works more collaboratively with different curricular areas:
discussing tests and individual items
revising tests based on item statistics
discussing assessment literacy and best practices

—
—
—

The team is involved in an ongoing conversation about formative and summative assessment and how to 
use the data from each type of assessment. 

Lincoln Public School teachers can now:
see results immediately (don’t need to score the test on their own)
see which standards may need to be supplemented and which items may require re-teaching
compare their class data to other teachers’ data
disaggregate results by standard

Teachers are using the assessment data in their PLCs to find opportunities to:
improve their teaching
group students
re-teach objectives that students may have not grasped

—
—
—

—
—
—
—

Lincoln curriculum specialists and teacher leaders can:
look for trends in district, school, teacher, and individual student results
find gaps in their curricular areas
use insights as a basis for discussion with principals and coordinators

—
—
—

Lincoln students receive:
immediate performance results
formative feedback that pinpoints specific areas for improvement

—
—

Students also benefit from:
weekly practice taking assessments online, which helps them prepare for the NeSA, 
Nebraska’s year-end online assessment
the opportunity to practice completing types with a higher level of cognitive complexity

—

—
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By pinpointing where the problem originates, the district 
can make the right improvements to effect positive change. 
“The degree to which we can fine-tune the science side and 
have that data support the instructional decisions we make is 
critical,” Langer says.

The district has begun placing some technology enhanced 
items on assessments, giving students a chance to practice 
answering these new item types before facing them on 
Nebraska’s state assessment. These item types can also provide 
novel insights into student learning that go beyond traditional 
multiple choice assessment. 

The prompt “Place a point 
at (-3, 2) on the coordinate 
grid,” for example, requires a 
deeper understanding than 
the question “Which of the 
points A, B, C, or D is plotted 
at (4, -3)?” By seeing where 
the student places the point, 
teachers are able to discover 
errors in student reasoning that 
are not made explicit by the distractors of a multiple choice 
question.

The quality of formative assessments has also begun to 
improve with Synergy Assessment’s centralization of items, 
assessments, and analysis tools. In addition to its closed 
assessment banks for DCAs, the district assessment team has 
begun creating open item banks that teachers can use to build 
their own classroom assessments. For some courses, the team 
also provides pre-built assessments that teachers can use for 
formative purposes. 

“Part of the value of using a system like Synergy Assessment is 
that its very nature is collaborative,” Langer says. “There starts 
to be some peer review around what kind of items teachers 
are using for common formative assessments, and you begin 
to breed a culture that’s better at assessment overall. That was 
a lot harder to do when the assessments existed on paper in 
people’s filing cabinets.”

EASE OF USE FOR CLASSROOM TEACHERS
For Lincoln’s teachers, the ease of administering day-to-day 
classroom assessments is a top priority. They wanted to be 
able to create assessments with relatively few clicks and have 
assessment scores flow automatically into their gradebooks so 
they wouldn’t have to enter every score by hand. 

Synergy Assessment met teacher expectations on both counts, 
enabling them to create and schedule assessments right from 
Synergy’s TeacherVUE gradebook and instantly view student 
scores in the gradebook side-by-side with other types of 
assignments. They access everything with a single login, and 
the reception has been very positive.

“Anything you can do to save the teacher five minutes is 
really appreciated,” says Jarred Rowe, Educational Technology 
Specialist for the district.

Lincoln teachers especially value the way Synergy Assessment 
immediately breaks down results for them, including student 
performance on each standard. Getting data that is both specific 
and timely enables teachers to target their re-teaching to the 
precise concepts where students need help, making better use 
of the instructional time they have. Teachers are also using that 
data when meeting with their learning teams, discussing ways 
of regrouping students to benefit both the teachers and the 
students.

For its paper-based 
assessments, Lincoln uses 
GradeCam, a plugin that 
enables bubble sheets to be 
created and later scanned into 
Synergy Assessment with real-
time scoring. For paper-based 
self-assessments that are not 
graded, some teachers allow 
students to mark their own 

score equivalent on a bubble sheet – for example, filling in the 
“C” bubble for a score in a specific range – and scan it into the 
system. With this method, teachers can get a quick read on an 
entire class so they can individualize instruction based on each 
student’s mastery of concepts at that moment.

SIMPLICITY FOR STUDENTS
When students log in to the StudentVUE portal, their home 
screen displays any online assessments that have been 
assigned to them. A student simply clicks on an assessment to 
launch it.

That seamlessness was important to teachers, who wanted 
to be sure that their students’ attention would be focused on 
answering assessment questions rather than on issues related to 
administration. 

Another bonus for students has been the instant feedback 
they get when they complete an assessment. If the teacher has 
turned on the feedback option, students can immediately review 
any questions they missed. “That formative feedback has been 
a great help to students,” says Assessment Coordinator Kristi 
Diehl. “They’re able to get into small groups, write down what 
questions they missed, and try to figure out why they missed 
each one.”

EMPOWERED EDUCATORS
Lincoln continues to work with Synergy Assessment to improve 
overall assessment quality and address specific stakeholder 
needs. English language learners, for example, will soon be 
testing assessments that include audio and video elements. 
The goal is to aid comprehension and help students overcome 
assessment challenges that stem from reading in a non-native 
language. With more than 52 languages spoken by Lincoln 
students, these supports are expected to be extremely beneficial. 

What matters most to Lincoln as the district continues to evolve 
its student assessment practices is that it has the right system 
in place – one that its faculty and staff can use to maximize the 
education the district provides to its students. 

“Improvements to practice are driven by people,” says Langer. 
“That’s the second order of change required for truly being able 
to leverage the technology. It takes time. But we’re already 
doing a lot of good things and Synergy has enough growth in it 
that as bigger things come along, we’ll be able to do what we 
need to do.”

The team also wanted to perform item analysis to identify 
issues with specific items, assessment quality, and instruction, 
and to track historical data to monitor trends.

Synergy Assessment, they determined, would be able to 
handle these priorities, and more.

STANDARDIZED DISTRICT ASSESSMENTS
Standardizing assessments helps districts eliminate 
performance differences resulting from variability in 
assessments and administration, providing a more reliable 
measure of real, actionable differences between students and 
groups.

To standardize Lincoln’s District Common Assessments (DCAs), 
authorized district-level users now build the assessments 
from item banks created in Synergy by the assessment team 
and closed to teachers. Once built, the DCAs are scheduled 
out to specific grade levels and courses to measure learning 
districtwide. Assessment security settings give users granular 
control in defining the assessment window and assigning 
students, so access can be limited to a precise group of 
students and controlled down to the period level.

Lincoln is now administering both DCAs and classroom 
formative assessments online. The district has successfully 
served up to 200,000 assessment items in a 24-hour period 
with Synergy Assessment, and up to 45,000 in a single hour.

ENHANCED ASSESSMENT QUALITY
Lincoln’s curriculum specialists and assessment evaluation 
personnel lean heavily on Synergy Assessment’s item analysis 
tool to ensure that their assessments meet the district’s 
quality standards. The team identifies items that are not 
performing well and works collaboratively to figure out 
whether the problem stems from the item itself, one of the 
distractors, concepts that the district is not teaching well, or a 
standard or question type that the district hasn’t adequately 
emphasized.

THE DISTRICT HAS SUCCESSFULLY 
SERVED UP TO 200,000 ASSESSMENT 

ITEMS IN A 24-HOUR PERIOD WITH 
SYNERGY ASSESSMENT, AND UP TO 

45,000 IN A SINGLE HOUR.

Question #1
Graph the points (3,5) and (-4,-2)on the coordinate plane.

Correct responses:

Y Y

An example of Lincoln Public School’s formative assessment questions using Technology Enhanced Items


